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Mind the Gap: The UK’s midsized financial
services firms need to improve threat visibility to
curb future infractions
Lacking the resources of giants, smaller financial services firms must double-down on
automating threat protection, capitalise on the power of data science and share knowledge
with peers to identify threats early and develop best practices
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Introduction
The current ‘threatscape’ is vast with a panorama of

Systems must be accessible and usable by employees,

vectors from which attackers seek to compromise

customers and partners but that process of opening

businesses and users. An incomprehensive list of

up to allow usability can itself lead to jeopardy.

security challenges today might include phishing and
social engineering, viruses and worms, malware, data
manipulation and exfiltration, password compromises
and credential stuffing, website defacements,
distributed denial of service attacks, employees
maliciously taking advantage of access to systems,
ransomware and identity theft. Attackers pursue
fraudulent activities to enrich themselves, finance
terrorism or embarrass companies and they will take
every opportunity to expose the most vulnerable.
Blended attacks see threats morphing but individual
threats never go away and we are in a constant
arms race against attackers, from script kiddies to
professional criminals and even nation states.
No company can make itself 100 per cent proof
against infractions and there is truth in the old wisdom
that all companies have been compromised, even
if not all of them know it. Breaches of even wellprepared companies are an everyday occurrence
as companies need to balance risk and reward.

Companies must adopt broad approaches based on
best practices. These will include appointing CISOs
and risk officers, deploying modern tools, conducting
rules-based monitoring, enforcing regular risk auditing
and following industry-accepted best practices. Those
that fail to do so will be subject to attackers who
inevitably find weakest-link organisations and proceed
to target them and hence their customers.
While digital-first challengers have the benefit of
carrying no legacy IT systems, some midsized and
smaller banks and financial services firms struggle
especially with these challenges as they lack the scale
and budgets of larger firms. Often, they fail to foresee
incoming threats because they are only exposed to a
small fraction of the bigger picture. For this reason,
using the power of data science and automation and
obtaining a shared, collated view of threats is a powerful
way for them to deal with a never-ending threat to the
integrity of their customers, systems and brands.

The scale of the e-crime issue
Over half of firms are less than
confident in their ability to detect
some of the most prevalent
financial crimes they’re exposed to
today. Serious and organised crime
alone are estimated to be costing
the UK economy at least £37bn per
year. In 2018, UK Finance estimates
that £1.2bn was stolen by criminals
through fraud, with the banking
sector preventing a further £1.7bn.
Source: Gov.UK Economic Crime Plan
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Data science and automation
Data science can be defined as a field that employs

Combining data science with cybersecurity, sometimes

scientific methods and algorithms to mine insights

called cybersecurity data science, is rising in popularity

from data of all types. It has emerged in recent years

as a natural development to traditional defences

as a highly significant means of combatting threats.

such as firewalls, antivirus software or identity access

Because of the sheer scale of the security issue, it’s

management systems that block or filter based on

impossible to address every threat manually. Data

known issues or allow access based on credentials

science steps into the breach by detecting suspicious

such as multifactor authentication.

activity and alerting experts so they can take action in
a timely manner.
Machine Learning, a sub-field of data science, helps

As The Journal of Big Data pointed out in 2020, having
a dynamically updating form of defence is preferable
to traditional, largely static methods:

by using mathematical models to, for example, detect
if an account sign-in is legitimate. Alternatively, it can
be used to detect password spray attacks where email
lists are collected and common passwords run against
them. By learning from data the behavioural patterns
associated with attacks (such as multiple attempts
to access accounts) this challenge can be mitigated
even as adversarial techniques evolve. Other areas
where data science aids cybersecurity include malware
identification, intrusion detection and analysing
behaviour to better understand attackers’ habits and
predict their next steps.
Data science can take cybersecurity away from a world
of subjective assumptions (some of them, inevitably,
wrong and/or based on hidden biases) to one that
is intelligent, consistent and where empirical facts
based on large data sets are the basis for actions
being taken. Those actions can be made with higher
levels of confidence and the security posture should
improve over time as algorithms improve, based on

“As an increasing number of
cybersecurity incidents in different
formats … continuously appear over
time … conventional solutions have
encountered limitations in mitigating
cyber risks. As a result, numerous
advanced attacks are created and
spread very quickly throughout the
Internet. Although several researchers
use various data analysis and learning
techniques to build cybersecurity
models … a comprehensive security
model based on the effective discovery
of security insights and latest security
patterns could be more useful.”

their nature of continuous learning from new evidence
(logs). The more we understand how perpetrators
access systems and conduct fraudulent acts, the
better we can protect against such acts, quantify risks
and mitigate their impact. By comparing the behaviour
patterns of known breach attempts to on-going events
and logs, suspicious patterns can be highlighted and
investigated while automatic access restriction can be
put in place, we have a far better chance of having a

This is effectively what cybersecurity data science
delivers: a dynamic, living immune system that
improves its defensive capabilities over time. However,
such is the rising tide of popularity of data science that
data scientists are a scarce and expensive commodity
so consider working with partners that can provide
expertise on tap to meet your needs.

sustainable approach to security.
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Perfect Partners: The power of cybersecurity
data science when combined with cybersecurity
intelligence sharing
As we said in the introduction, defending against

habits and best practices in addressing these. In this

security threats is very tough for individual

way, the work of malicious actors such as fraudsters

organisations. This is true for all companies, but the

becomes harder and the defence side benefits from

challenge is amplified for smaller banks and financial

the “wisdom of crowds”.

services institutions that don’t have the scale of
overview needed to see incoming threats.

Effectively working as a programmatic, extension of
long-established peer networks, these organisations

A possible way forward here lies in information-

provide a valuable and growing database that is

sharing organisations. These groups, some of them

updated in close to real time to get ahead of attackers.

not-for-profit, bring together organisations that share

Members can tap into the database to compare

data in a secure fashion to gain a ‘big picture’ view

and contrast known cases with behaviour they have

of threats. By collating information and experiences,

observed, accelerating their ability to proactively

they can help to identify new spikes in attackers’

defend themselves.

Case Study: Mango and Cifas
In August 2020, data science consultancy Mango Solutions began working
with fraud prevention intelligence sharing service Cifas to combine their
respective capabilities. Together, the pair have augmented Cifas’s data
set of fraudulent conduct with data science tools and accelerated the
ability to mine data and detect suspicious patterns of behaviour.
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Conclusion: Security in the pandemic age
Covid-19 has impacted every area of security, emboldening attackers as knowledge workers were forced to turn
their homes into ad hoc offices. Securing endpoints, protecting network nodes and patching software became
problematic and attackers embarked on phishing trips galore. Misleading domain names, purchased in their
hundreds per month, connected to coronavirus tricked many into clicking on links. Stretched IT resources combined
with users operating on a self-service basis became a recipe for chaos and the new network perimeter became a
modem provided by a consumer ISP.
According to Sophos, average ransomware pay-outs are rising sharply: up from a little over $84,000 in Q4 2019 to
almost $234,000 for Q3 2020. GDPR and other data protection penalties are also very significant. In 2020, global
financial services firms were fined a total of $10.6bn for non-compliance with Anti-Money Laundering, Know your
Customer, data privacy and Mifid regulations. In all, 212 fines were imposed for these breaches, well over twice the
previous year.
The price of not sharing infractions and attempted infractions is too high to ignore.
An example: with social engineering threatening critical infrastructure such as hospitals and schools, a call went
out for organisations to work together. This became the Covid-19 Cyber Threat Coalition which worked to identify
attempts to benefit from pandemic fears, created a network blocklist and set up an easily understandable live
threat feed.
Given this worrying picture, it’s a certainty that, together with data science, information-sharing will become an
even more important means of democratising access to security information in the future.
Keen to know more about this interesting use case? Mango’s award-winning data science team can be contacted
via info@mango-solutions.com

About Mango Solutions

About Cifas

Mango Solutions has been empowering organisations

Cifas is an independent, not-for-profit membership

to make informed decisions using data science and

organisation that protects businesses and individuals

advanced analytics since 2002. In addition to delivering

through effective and secure data and intelligence

data science projects for some of the world’s best-

sharing between the private, public and third sectors.

known companies, Mango also offers a comprehensive

In 2019, Cifas member organisations prevented over

range of training and upskilling programmes for all

£1.5bn of fraud losses.

user levels to help organisations build a successful data
science capability internally.

Cifas data is included in the Office of National Statistics
England and Wales Crime Statistics of police recorded

Mango’s ‘Data Science Radar’ is one such software

crime and works alongside law enforcement agencies

tool that allows organisations to build world class data

in tackling fraud.

science capabilities. It provides individuals, teams and
managers with insight into the skills and abilities across
six core data science attributes. The attributes have
been devised by Mango Solutions as the ultimate core
capabilities and skill sets that data scientists need in the
organisations of today and tomorrow.
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